
 

 

 

 

NORTHBROOK, Ill, June 13, 2017— Liventus has proudly announced its acquisition of DLS Software 

Studios. The acquisition marks a growth milestone for both companies and sets them up to continue to 

offer current and future clients state-of-the-art business services.  

“This acquisition is very exciting for many reasons, one of the biggest being that Liventus is now an even 

stronger organization in delivering quality services to our clients, specifically around custom software 

development, business process automations, and integrations,” said Daniel Levin, President of Liventus. 

“DLS’ expertise and extensive experience in software development will be a great compliment to our 

existing organization and will create synergies that will directly benefit our employees and clients. 

Liventus’ already comprehensive experience and resources will also immediately benefit DLS clients. I 

think this merger is a win-win all around.” 

With the addition of the DLS Software Studios team, Liventus continues on its growth trajectory while 

seamlessly integrating DLS’ extensive experience in software development with its own. Like Liventus, 

DLS specializes in several areas and offers software development, website design and development, e-

commerce solutions, and mobile app services. The staff will be joining Liventus to create a multi-

talented, well-rounded organization.  

“The merger between DLS Software Studios and Liventus brings together the skills and resources of two 

world class custom software development companies. DLS Software Studios was founded on passion for 

our work and close relationships with our clients.  Liventus carries those same values which makes this 

merger a perfect fit,” said Tim Dolloff, former CEO of DLS Software Studios and new Liventus Principal. 

“I’m looking forward to this merger and am excited to add our expertise in the open source platforms of 

Magento and WordPress to the family of services that Liventus already provides.” 

The acquisition promises to be a seamless transition from two companies into one. All involved, from 

employees to clients, stand to benefit. By joining Liventus, DLS Software Studios gains the larger 

company’s resources, expertise, and stand-out reputation. DLS brings with them extensive experience in 

software development.  

The combination of the teams’ skills and experience will ensure Liventus further establishes itself as a 

premier Business Solutions Technology leader prepared to offer clients a wide range of services while 

maintaining superior customer service.  

“This merger between DLS and Liventus is our next logical step in continuing to add value for our 

customers and our company through new services and expanded capabilities,” said Liventus CEO Sam 

Oliva. “With that being said, I would like to welcome DLS and the many talented programmers and 

project managers, and Tim Dolloff, their founder and leader.” 

For the latest Liventus news or for more information regarding their services, visit www.liventus.com 
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ABOUT LIVENTUS  

Liventus is a full-service Business Solutions Technology company offering clients teams of developers, 
UI/UX designers, marketing professionals, network managers, and business consultants to help with all 
their technology and automation needs. For over fifteen years, Liventus has been dedicated to ensuring 
all clients reach their business potential through the use of custom developed software created to meet 
their unique requirements.  Liventus’ in-depth knowledge and experience of both business and 
technology differentiates them from other development companies. Liventus prides itself on their ability 
to provide superior services and exceed expectations. For more information, visit www.liventus.com. 
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